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CASE TYPES
CRIMINAL

" Pornography

" Intellectual Property

" Denial of Service

" Hackers

" Software Piracy

CIVIL

" Divorce

" Wrongful Termination

" Sexual Harassment

" Misuse of Company Equipment



CRIMINAL CASE

CCI is usually contacted by District Attorney’s  Office or 
Private Investigator to establish the following:

• Chain Of Custody
• Restore and Clean the hard drive (s)
• Return Tape Media or Hard drive to agency



CIVIL CASE
CCI is usually contacted by Human Resource Departments, Board of

Directors, President/Business Owner and Attorney(s).

CCI meets with client during a business day to establish job and criteria.

CCI returns to the site and makes two or more copies of  images off of the 
hard drive of the suspected employee.  After analyzing the suspected 
employee’s images in the lab, CCI later produces a report to the client.



CONCLUSION

CCI has worked on Civil and Criminal cases around the 
world.

CCI had also testified on many well-known case in the states 
of California and Texas.



About Computer Conversions…

Lee Tydlaska first established the company in 1981 as a sole proprietorship under the name Computer Communications.  Originally 
founded as a computer service bureau, our capabilities were expanded in 1983 to include data conversion services for incompatible 
microcomputers, dedicated word processors, and mainframes.  The company was incorporated in 1984 under the name Computer 
Conversions Incorporated.
Currently, Computer Conversions’ primary focus is the recovery of data from damaged or overwritten media.  We have assisted 
thousands of clients by recovering vital information thought to be permanently lost or damaged.  Our data recovery experts can 
retrieve data from tapes that have been partially overwritten, broken, un-spooled, smoke or water damaged.
Our extensive library of backup tape drives and software versions for use in data recovery and conversion is second to none.  As an 
internationally recognized data recovery and conversion serve organization, our services are recommended by major tape backup 
systems companies including HP/CMS, Seagate/Veritas, Novastor, Legato, Imation, Maxell, Iomega, Exabyte, OnStream, 
Benchmark, Ecrix and Novell.

Additionally, Computer Conversions continues to assist our clients with the conversion between formats and media types.  Whether
they are sharing information between incompatible systems, upgrading to more modern systems, or changing software packages, we 
convert their data to work with the system and software they require.

About Our Founder..

Lee Tydlaska received his Bachelor of Science degree in Criminal Justice in 1976 from California State University, Los Angeles 
before serving as a Deputy Sheriff with the San Diego County Sheriff’s Department.  He is currently a board member of the Forensic 
Consultants Association and is an active member of the High Technology Crime Investigation Association. Mr. Tydlaska became a 
Certified Business Continuity Planner in 1994 and provides consulting services to organizations regarding the integrity of their
computer backup systems.  He also provides testimony as an expert witness in court cases on issues related to data backup and 
storage procedures.
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